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VIRTUAL LEARNING COACH

A Virtual Learning Coach “VLC” can help 
develop dynamic lessons, observe classes,  
teach a class with the teacher, find resources, 
and assist with parent contact.

• Focus on delivering instruction, not the systems. There is a
tendency for the teacher in an online classroom to stand and
deliver, but our VLC’s will coach how to engage with the
students and empower them in their learning.

• Could be eligible for consideration as PD.

• Would set up office hours and observe classes as needed to
assess or provide feedback.

• Obtain Access to PLI's Full Content Library

What our VLC will train your teachers on: 

• How to transition from a brick and mortar setting to the
virtual classroom setting.

• How to be a professional online teacher — you will have
access to a master online teacher who has already made the
transition and is able to answer questions that are unique to
online learning.

• How to be flexible with the students’ home environment
which is now their classroom.

• How to manage an online classroom so that engaging and
effective learning is happening.

• How to manage student attendance.

• How to keep parents informed of their students’ progress.

• How to incorporate online tools to make online learning
engaging and student centered.

• How to present, instruct, and manage student data in the
online platform.

Who is a VLC for?
Teachers who are struggling with online instruction.

When is the VLC available?

• VLC will provide 15 hours of real-time accessibility 
per week (1-2 hours in the am, 1-2 hours in the pm 
daily). Up to 60 hours total in 30 days.

• Teachers can send questions into the VLC if they are 
unable to join the scheduled real-time sessions and 
VLC will provide a response within 24 hours (SLA).




